### Government Finance Statistics (GFS) - OUTTURN AT APRIL 2022

#### TA Area
- **Objective:** Strengthen compilation of financial statistics.
- **Activities:**
  - Compile and disseminate annual data for GG FY2019.
  - Refine compilation techniques for using various administrative data sources to reduce statistical discrepancies.
  - Review the economic codes in the new CoA and ensure that grants and subsidies are consolidated.
  - Estimate incomplete transactions for local government data.
  - Collect and compile accounts receivable and payable (arrears) information for at least one completed fiscal year and continue to produce the data.
  - Record Covid-19 government policy interventions.
  - Compile and disseminate consolidated general government annual data.
  - Collect and disseminate quarterly data for the 4 state governments.
  - Review the economic codes in the new CoA.
  - Compile and disseminate quarterly data for the 4 state governments.
  - Prepare a reconciliation and include data for the financial balance sheet.
  - Complete and disseminate annual public sector debt statistics.
- **Comments:**
  - Macroeconomic data sets used by policy-makers are now more intersectorally consistent.
  - Higher frequency data has been compiled and disseminated internally and/or to the public.
  - A new data set has been compiled and disseminated internally and/or to the public.
- **Updated Mid-FY22 Workplan:**
  - Refinement compilation techniques for using various administrative data sources to reduce statistical discrepancies.
  - Refine compilation techniques for using various administrative data sources to reduce statistical discrepancies.
  - Update the economic codes in the new CoA.
  - Complete and disseminate general government debt data in the World Bank quarterly financial statistics.
  - Publish annual and quarterly financial statistics.
- **Status:**
  - Refinement compilation techniques for using various administrative data sources to reduce statistical discrepancies.
  - Refine compilation techniques for using various administrative data sources to reduce statistical discrepancies.
  - Update the economic codes in the new CoA.
  - Complete and disseminate general government debt data in the World Bank quarterly financial statistics.
  - Publish annual and quarterly financial statistics.
- **Milestones:**
  - Nov 11 - 15, 2021 (remote)
  - Oct 11 - 15, 2021 (remote)
  - Jul 5 - 9, 2021 (remote)
  - Nov 8 - 12, 2021 (remote)
  - Jul 5 - 9, 2021 (remote)
- **Comments:**
  - A new set of GFS are compiled and disseminated for the GG.
  - Refinement compilation techniques for using various administrative data sources to reduce statistical discrepancies.
- **Delivery:**
  - Complete and disseminate annual data for FY21 GFS.
  - Complete and disseminate annual data for the World Bank Financial Statistics (WOF) for GG.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated annual financial data.
  - Complete and disseminate general government annual data.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated general government annual data.
  - Complete and disseminate annual data for the World Bank Financial Statistics (WOF) for GG.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated annual financial data.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated general government annual data.
- **Outcomes:**
  - Ensure that grants and subsidies are consolidated.
  - Complete and disseminate annual public sector debt statistics.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated general government annual data.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated general government annual data.
  - Complete and disseminate annual data for the World Bank Financial Statistics (WOF) for GG.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated annual financial data.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated general government annual data.
- **Flows:**
  - Complete and disseminate annual data for the World Bank Financial Statistics (WOF) for GG.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated annual financial data.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated general government annual data.
  - Complete and disseminate annual data for the World Bank Financial Statistics (WOF) for GG.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated annual financial data.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated general government annual data.
  - Complete and disseminate annual data for the World Bank Financial Statistics (WOF) for GG.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated annual financial data.
  - Complete and disseminate consolidated general government annual data.